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Motivation

There has been a need for an approach to detect the anomaly in the Global Navigation System
Time Series (GNSS) Data which are associated with ground deformation due to geological
phenomena such as ground deformation due to slow earthquakes, volcanism, and might go
unnoticed with just bare naked eyes. To add to this, the data also contains noise along with
signals. To overcome this problem, we are supposed to come up with a quantitative approach that
can take into consideration the potential solution to tackle the given problem.

Methodology
The first thing would be to analyze the given time series data and possibly track anomalous
behavior from the given data. Visualizing the time series data is the most basic thing which can
be performed here to get some insights into the given data. The approach would be to compute
the difference of covariance matrices between two given time periods with the help of Trimmed
Density Ratio Estimator and log-linear Kullback-Leibler Importance Estimation Procedure
(LLKLIEP) Estimator.

The goal is to come up with a feasible solution on a synthetic dataset which is supposed to be
slightly less complex than the actual one at the initial stage which can be later applied to actual
one. Deformation of sites due to environmental activities is to be traced by determining the
change in covariance matrix along with the magnitude of change in the form of matrix(Delta).
The cell values with given rows and columns would correspond to a magnitude of deformation.
Eg. Cell Value of 0.2650 with location row 3 and column 1 would correspond to covariance of
GNSS Site 3 and GNSS Site 1 with magnitude of 0.2650.

Matlab Code for LLKLIEP Function:

function [l,g] = LLKLIEP(theta,kP,kQ,nu, lambda)
np = size(kP,2); nu_np = nu*np;
%sorting
t = theta'*kP; [~, id] = sort(t);

l = -sum(theta'*kP(:,id(1:nu_np)),2)./np + nu*log(mean(exp(theta'*kQ),2)) +
lambda*theta'*theta;

N_q = sum(exp(theta'*kQ),2);
g_q = exp(theta'*kQ)./ N_q;
g = -sum(kP(:, id(1:nu_np)),2)./np + nu*kQ*g_q' + 2*lambda*theta;

end



Matlab Code for Linear Kernel Function:
function [k] = kernel_linear(x)
[d n] = size(x);
tt = ones(d); tt = triu(tt,1); tt=tt(:); idx = tt~=0;
k = zeros(sum(tt~=0),n);
for i = 1:n

t = x(:,i) * x(:,i)';
t = triu(t,1); t = t(:);
k(:,i) = t(idx);

end
k = [k;x.^2];
end

Results
The following plots of East-West components highlighted the anomalous behavior for GNSS Site
29 and GNSS Site 30 within a particular time period.

Fig 1. East-West Component for all GNSS Sites collectively



Fig 2. GNSS Site 29 East-West Component Exhibiting anomalous behavior

Fig 3. GNSS Site 29 East-West Component - Day 1 to Day 730 and Day 2191 to Day 3652



Fig 4. GNSS Site 30 East-West Component Exhibiting anomalous behavior

Fig 5. GNSS Site 30 East-West Component - Day 1 to Day 730 and Day 2191 to Day 3652



The following plots of North-South components highlighted the anomalous behavior for GNSS
Site 27 and GNSS Site 32 within a particular time period.

Fig 6. North-South Component for all GNSS Sites collectively

Fig 7. GNSS Site 27 North-South Component Exhibiting anomalous behavior



Fig 8. GNSS Site 27 North-South Component - Day 1 to Day 730 and Day 2191 to Day 3652

Fig 9. GNSS Site 32 North-South Component Exhibiting anomalous behavior



Fig 10. GNSS Site 32 North-South Component - Day 1 to Day 730 and Day 2191 to Day 3652



The following plots of North-South components highlighted the anomalous behavior for GNSS
Site 27 and GNSS Site 32 within a particular time period.

Fig 11. Vertical Component for all GNSS Sites collectively

Fig 12. GNSS Site 13 Vertical Component Exhibiting anomalous behavior



Fig 13. GNSS Site 13 Vertical Component - Day 1 to Day 730 and Day 2191 to Day 3652

Fig 14. Highlighting difference/change in covariance matrix using Trimmed Density Ratio Estimation and
LLKLIEP
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